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Abstract—A group of developers at Siemens Digital Industry
Division approached our team to help them restructure a large
legacy system. Several problems were identified, including the
presence of God classes (big classes with thousands of lines
of code and hundred of methods). They had tried different
approaches considering the dependencies between the classes, but
none were satisfactory. Through interaction during the last three
years with a lead software architect of the project, we designed
a software visualization tool and an accompanying process that
allows her to propose a decomposition of a God Class in a matter
of one or two hours even without prior knowledge of the class
(although actually implementing the decomposition in the source
code could take a week of work). In this paper, we present the
process that was formalized to decompose God Classes and the
tool that was designed. We give details on the system itself and
some of the classes that were decomposed. The presented process
and visualisations have been successfully used for the last three
years on a real industrial system at Siemens.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Code smells, or anti-patterns, have long been identified as
negative quality attributes (e.g., [AKGA11], [DDVT06]) that
hinder software evolution, and are sources of unnecessary
costs. As a side note, it must be acknowledged that not all
authors agree with that view. Olbrich et al., [OCS10] state
that “the presence of God and Brain Classes is not necessarily
harmful; in fact, such classes may be an efficient way of
organizing code.”
Code smells have been the subject of many publications, to
automatically identify them (e.g., [AD15], [FTSC12], [LM06],
[MCK15], [MSdMdSN14]), to remove them (e.g., [BOG+ 14],
[CLL13], [DDN02], [FTSC12], [LM06], [RR12], [SSL01],
[SSS14]), or to analyse the quality gains their removal might
bring (quality improvement [DDVT06], [FTSC12] or even
Power Consumption improvement [PCP14]).
Our experience and anecdotal evidence tell us that in industry, numerous systems present a wide range of code smells.
Successful industrial software systems are long lived and
typically end up exhibiting various software quality problems
including code smells. The reasons for this lack of quality are

multiple:
• First some smells (e.g., God Class) are easier to identify
than others (e.g., Feature Envy, or finding all occurrences
of Duplicated Code) [DDN02]. Clearly it would be difficult to act on an undetected code smell.
• Removing code smells is a long-term investment that may
be a hard sell to the management. Resources are scarce
and there is usually a lot more to do than can ever be
done.
• The benefits expected from code smell removal are
not clear-cut. For example [DDVT06] results are that
“the ability of participants to localize attributes1 differed
significantly among the five god class decompositions”
and “moreover, this effect interacts significantly with the
institution [where the student participants studied].”
• There is no consensus on how best to refactor a system
to remove a given bad smell, DuBois et al., again
[DDVT06] note that “[they] are reluctant to accept the
concept of an optimal class decomposition with respect
to comprehensibility” (considering that in their experiment the institution where the participants studied had a
statistically significant influence).
In such a context, we were contacted by a group at Siemens
Digital Industry to help them refactor a legacy system that
presented some well known code smells. Two main concerns
were with the many circular dependencies that existed between
the C++ classes of the system and the presence of God classes
(over ten thousand lines of code, hundreds of methods and/or
attributes). As is often the case, both problems are related
because a very large class will tend to have many dependencies
and many clients, which increase the probability that it is in
circular dependency (as well as its dependencies and clients).
In collaboration with one software architect, we designed
a software visualization (Internal Usage Map) to break God
Classes based on colouring methods according to the attributes
they access. Through experience over three years, the software
1 Their
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architect formalized a process that allows her to propose
a decomposition of a god class in one or two hours even
without prior knowledge of the class (she does have a general
knowledge of the system and the application domain).
In this paper, we detail the God Class Decomposition
process (Section III) and present the visualization tool (the
Internal Usage Map, Section IV). We exemplify this process
and tool on several real cases by reporting and discussing
their results (Section V). However, for confidentiality reasons,
source code entities were anonymized and source code or
pictures are blurred.
II. G OD C LASS SMELL
The phrase Code Smell was introduced by Martin Fowler
and Kent Beck [FBB+ 99] in the book “Refactoring: Improving
The Design Of Existing Code.” It embodies the idea that
experienced developers have a “feel” for good or bad code
design and the later (code smell) is making the code difficult
to understand, change, or test.
For example, the God Class smell appears when a class is
too big and is responsible for too many things [DDN02]. God
classes are difficult to change because various responsibilities
might be intertwined in their code. They are also difficult to
test because they have too many attributes that all need to be
initialized correctly, even if they are not directly related to the
functionality one wishes to test.
There are two accepted types of God Class (e.g., [FTSC12]):
Data and Behavioral. The first “hold a lot of the system’s data
in terms of number of attributes,” and the second “implement
a great portion of the system’s functionality in terms of many
and frequently complex methods.” We are more interested
in the second type; although in our experience, both appear
together (with cases over a hundred methods or attributes).
Since the introduction of the term, researchers worked on
code smells to identify them, remove them, or qualify more
objectively the intuition that they hinder comprehension and
evolution. Two decades after their introduction, they are still
an active domain of research (e.g., [Sha18]) and some of the
smells themselves became a research topic of their own (e.g.,
Clone Detection, [DRD99], [SK16]).
In this paper we are more particularly concerned with the
God Class code smell and its treatment in a real industrial
system. We will first briefly review some research in code
smell detection and removal before considering their treatment
in industry.
A. Detecting Code Smells
From the very beginning (e.g., [DRD99]) up to recently
(e.g., [Sha18]) an important issue in code smell research was to
identify these smells as accurately and completely as possible
[DDN02], [LM06], [SSS14].
In his survey [AD15], Dallal reports six identification techniques. The paper focuses on the slightly different notion of
refactoring opportunities. Refactoring opportunities and code
smells are close in their inconveniences and treatment. The
former might be considered as a superset of the later as it

does not always stem from quality issues but could also be
linked, for example, to future opportunities.
To Dallal’s six techniques, we add a seventh reported by
Fokaefs et al., [FTSC12]:
Metrics: Using software quality metrics such as cohesion,
size, similarity, or complexity to identify some of the code
smells. This is the most common identification technique.
It should be noted that some work characterizes a class
as a God Class based on size metrics. God classes are not
only classes with many attributes and methods but they
define the behavior and exhibit complex control-flow of
a large part of an application.
Pre-conditions: Other approaches use pre-conditions, such
as “does not use local variables,” or “rarely invoked,”
appearing jointly on the same class or methods to detect
refactoring opportunities (e.g., Extract Method).
Cluster: Clustering methods based on their measured similarity is also an option;
Graph: Dependency graphs can be used to identify extract
interface refactoring opportunities;
Slicing: Slicing the program dependence graph of a method
may help identifying extract method refactoring opportunities;
Dynamic Analysis: Analyzing method traces can be used to
identify move method refactoring opportunities.
Visualization: One can visually present software entities in
such a way that code smells will appear more clearly. For
example showing all classes of a system with their interdependencies could help identifying Circular Dependencies problems.
Fokaefs et al., [FTSC12] specifically list several papers
that identify God Classes: Metrics based [TK03], [TM05];
Pre-conditions based [DDN02]; dependency Graph based
[CXS04], [JJ09], [KVGS09]; Clustering based [FTCS09];
Visualization based [SSL01]. All these papers boil down to
the idea that God Classes are big (many methods, attributes,
and lines of code), have many dependencies, or their methodto-attribute-access graph is not connected.
B. Refactoring God Class Smell
Once a code smell is discovered it is only natural that one
would consider removing it. One refactors a God Class by
[DDV04] “[separating] the responsibilities, [extracting] those
groups of methods and attributes that neither use nor are used
by other methods or attributes.” But it is rarely the case that
responsibilities in a God Class are clear-cut. Typically one
method may implement part of several responsibilities and
access attributes that should be separate in several new classes.
Even if “separate responsibilities” was not in itself a subjective notion, one such responsibility might also be considered
too small (few attributes and methods) to deserve a class of its
own. We had the case at Siemens where one small reponsibility
was deemed “not worth the effort” and kept together with
another larger one (see Section V).
We came to the conclusion that god class refactoring should
be done in two steps that are rarely explicitly recognized in

literature: (1) planning the changes, and (2) actually performing them. The same conclusion was reached by Malavota et
al., [MLM+ 13]. This seems natural in their case (architectural
refactoring), but is much less acknowledged in our. In our case,
the planning step is important as, for example, there might be
several possibilities to break down a God Class or to combine
several Code Clones into one (or more) generic function(s).
Other papers propose something approaching a planning
phase by prioritizing refactorings (e.g., [FTCS09], [FTSC12],
[MCK15]). This solution, unfortunately, does not easily allow
one to prepare the removal of a given code smell as it could
require several individual refactorings, each one with different
priorities and mixed with other unrelated actions.
For example, Fokaefs et al., [FTCS09] propose to decompose God Classes using a clustering algorithm. Their stated
goal is the identification of Extract Class opportunities, which
could be seen as a planning phase. But this “plan” consists in
extracting one class from a God Class which is very different
from planning the breaking down of a God Class in multiple
new classes.
DuBois et al., [DDV04] note that “Most of the time, the
resolution of a refactoring opportunity leads to the advent
of new opportunities. [. . . ] the refactoring process is a dynamic process which requires continuous re-evaluation.” Thus
performing one refactoring at a time might engage the code
base on a path leading to sub-optimal removal of the initially
targeted code smell.
In the next section, we discuss removing code smells (and
particularly God Class) in an industrial setting. From the
conclusions already drawn and specific constraints linked to
the setting, we list requirements for a God Class removal tool.
C. Code Smells in Industry
In our experience (e.g., [DDN02], [BCC+ 15],
[MMBD+ 09]2 ), code smells are found in many industrial
systems. Developers are often aware of the quality issues
their systems exhibit but depending on the particular code
smells, they might or might not be aware of all instances of
these smells (e.g., Code Duplication, Dead Code).
God Classes, that we are considering in this paper, are easy
to spot. Developers that understand this antipattern know how
to identify it and where occurrences can be found in their code.
Therefore, we do not believe any special means is required to
identify God Classes.
As suggested in the previous section, removing a God Class
smell is much more complex than what the literature usually
acknowledges. Such large code restructurings are not just a
matter of applying several Extract Method, Extract Class, or
Move Method refactorings. Each of these refactorings implies
altering dependencies, within the God Class itself and for its
clients, in ways that must be monitored to avoid unexpected
consequences. A naive planning strategy could be achieved
using some revision control system. One would actually do the
changes in the code and revert back to a previous situation if
2 references
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one discovered the obtained design is not satisfactory. But this
would be extremely costly, to the point of being impracticable.
In our experiments, one God Class refactoring that took less
than two hours to plan, took a week to implement.
The best approach seems to allow planning the new design
and then perform the changes to reach the planned goal. In
the case of God Class, planning means:
• Identifying up front the different responsibilities to extract;
• Assigning methods and attributes of the God Class to
these responsibilities;
• Possibly decomposing existing methods into the different
responsibilities they take part in;
• Understanding how the new classes will interact together
to replicate all the behaviour of the God Class, and;
• Understanding how they will interact with the rest of the
system, and particularly how they will be used by the
clients of the God Class.
The Orion planning tool [LDDF11] would be a possible
answer to the last two needs.
Only when a satisfying design is reached would someone
consider applying refactorings to the God Class to implement
this design in the source code. Ideally, an intelligent tool
would be able to automatically deduce and execute most of
the refactorings from the final design obtained and the path to
get to it. Yet some manual fine tuning seems inevitable, for
example when it comes to decomposing an existing method in
the God Class into several methods for the refactored classes.
In the following section we present the God Class Decomposition process that was formalized by Siemens software
architect through practice.
III. G OD C LASS D ECOMPOSITION P ROCESS
The aim of the God Class decomposition process is to
find, within the God Class, smaller, more cohesive, sets of
methods and attributes that could be made into new classes.
The intuition is that each subset of methods will collectively
access a subset of the God Class attributes.
It is important to stress at this point that the proposed
process is not an algorithm in the sense that it cannot be fully
automated. It relies on the appreciation of the developer in
several steps. This can be based on some hints as naming conventions or regularities in the source code indicating similar
organisation.
We strongly believe that fully automated solutions cannot
solve many complex problems in software engineering that
require an extended knowledge of the application domain,
the organization in which the software runs, its history, the
various stakeholders including the developers, etc. All these
aspects influence the way software engineers develop software
[KPP+ 02], [AdOdSBD07] and should be taken in consideration also when refactoring a code smell.
We rather favor an approach where the tools form a “software exoskeleton” helping the developers in their work but
leaving them in full control of the task. In a sense, modern

IDEs and their refactoring engines are a good image of what
we are aiming for, but such new extensions should be created.

In one occasion, only one responsibility was identified
(i.e., the God Class was not entirely broken down). In
such a case, the remaining attributes and methods were
those that did not pertain to the responsibility and the
Common class was actually the God Class itself, deprived
of this responsibility.

At a high level, the God Class decomposition process is
composed of four steps. Two of them are complex subprocesses described in the following subsections. In our description we call responsibilities the future classes to be isolated
and extracted from the God Class.

A. Marking Attributes Subprocess

Cleaning: This step aims to reject from the God Class
attributes and methods that have little or no interest.
First, there is, the obvious case of dead methods that are
not called anywhere in the program. These methods are
removed from the God Class and will not be migrated to
the new classes.
Similarly, “dead attributes,” not used in the class (or
outside it) are removed. An attribute may become dead
after a dead method using it has been removed.
Attributes that are only used in one method can easily
be converted to local variables. This allows reducing the
amount of entities to manage at the class level.
Finally attributes that are accessed in too many methods
(rule of thumb: more than a third of the God Class’
methods) are not considered either. Because they are used
a lot, there are few chances that they can be extracted
into one of the responsibilities. On the contrary, it must
be expected that they would create links between these
responsibilities and cluster them together. These attributes
are not considered in the process; in a later phase, they are
gathered in a “Common class.” This is a special new class
that will often be referenced by all the new responsibility
classes. In a sense, it is the core part of the God Class
that cannot be assigned to any individual responsibility.
Marking attributes: This step is the main part of the process.
It is repeated to identify each responsibility (that will be
externalized as a new class) by assigning attributes to it.
Because we use a visual tool that marks such responsibilities with separate colours (see Section IV), we also call
them “colors.” For example in the cleaning step, attributes
having too many accessors are marked in yellow (color
chosen for no special reason).
The color helps to visually mark the attributes/methods
belonging to a responsibility while one may not yet
fully understand the essence of this responsibility: what
it represents in terms of application domain concept (or
programming concept).
This step will be detailed in Section III-A.
Marking methods: Once all attributes are marked, or the
architects are satisfied that all responsibilities of interest
have been completely identified (i.e., all their attributes
were marked), they mark methods with the color of their
responsibility.
We detail this step in Section III-B.
Finalizing: The methods and attributes remaining at the end
are the conflicting ones (see sections III-A and III-B).
They are gathered in the special Common class that
represents the core of the God Class.

This subprocess aims at marking all attributes that participate in a given responsibility. Visually, the responsibility is
marked by an identifying color (Section IV). Abstractly, the
subprocess consists in marking attributes through the methods
that access them. This helps to ensure that the responsibility
(i.e., its methods and attributes) is coherent. One chooses some
method accessing unmarked attributes and tries to mark these
attributes with the current responsibility. When all attributes
accessed by a method are marked, one chooses another method
with unmarked attributes. This subprocess loops as long as
the software architect believes there are other attributes to be
assigned to the current responsibility.
Ideally, one would execute this subprocess for each responsibility in turn, each time, with a different color to
mark the current responsiblity. But, like the entire God Class
decomposition process, this subprocess is iterative and incremental. The software architect marks attributes one at a time
while continuously checking how this reflects on all methods.
Building an understanding of the God Class, the software
architect tries to ensure the coherence of each responsibility
(i.e., color) as it is emerging. Obviously, things are not clearcut and one may have to come back to a previous responsibility
when dealing with another one.
The steps of this subprocess are as follows:
Initializing: One chooses a method accessing some attributes
not yet marked. What method to choose depends on
whether this is the inception of the responsibility identification or not.
If this is the start of the responsibility extraction, it is
best if the method accesses only unmarked attributes.
If the current responsibility already has some attributes
assigned to it (marked with its color), one chooses a
method with both unmarked and marked attributes. It is
best if this method does not access attributes of another
responsibility.
In both cases (responsibility inception or not) it is best
to choose a method accessing enough, but not too many
attributes (rule of thumb: 4 to 8 attributes accessed), and
for which the attributes are not too often accessed (rule
of thumb: less than 10 methods in total accessing them).
The rationals are that if the method accesses too many
attributes or if an attribute is accessed by too many
methods, then chances are higher that it takes part in
several responsibilities. So one wants to leave it for future
treatment.
If the method accesses too few attributes, it will will be
hard to progress because it only deals with a limited part
of the responsibility. Consider for example choosing a

getter/setter method, it would access only one attribute
and as such would not be very helpful in gathering all
attributes pertaining to the same responsibility.
Looping over attributes: Mark all (unmarked) attributes
accessed by the chosen method.
If one of the attributes accessed by this method was already marked with another color (i.e., accessed by another
method considered in a previous application of the subprocess), one should decide whether this attribute stays in
the previous responsibility, migrates to the new (current)
responsibility, or is conflicting because it belongs to
both responsibilities. Of course, this can be decided by
considering the meaning of the responsibilities and the
particular attribute. But, especially at the beginning of the
whole process, the meaning of the current color might not
be clear yet, or the meaning of the attribute might not be
known.
In such a case, the decision can be facilitated by comparing how many accesses to the attribute each method
makes. One can also look at the methods accessing this
attribute and what are their dominant colors (the dominant
color of the attributes they access). The goal is to have
the least possible methods in conflict.
If the current method and other methods make a comparable number of accesses to the attribute, then this one is
said to be conflicting and marked as such.
If another method makes much more accesses than the
current one, then the attribute remains of the same (previous) color. As a consequence the current method is in
conflict (treated in Section III-B).
If the current method makes many more accesses than
the other ones, then the attribute should probably be remarked with the new color. But before that, one must
check whether changing the color of the attribute would
not create conflicts in too many of the other methods. If
this would be the case, again the attribute remains marked
with the same previous color, and the current method has
a conflict.
Finally if the current method makes many more accesses
than the other ones, and these other ones would not
be conflicting too much from a change of color of the
attribute, then make the change.
B. Marking Methods Subprocess
This step starts when all attributes of the responsibilities
of interest are marked. When all attributes accessed by a
method are of the same color, this method itself is marked with
this color. Special considerations must be given to methods
accessing attributes marked with several different colors (including the special “in conflict” color) and methods accessing
no attributes.
Methods in conflict: Methods accessing attributes marked
with several colors (in conflict methods) need to be broken down. This can be done by looking at the source code
of the method and identifying the individual statements
that make these accesses. The goal is to create new

methods that will access only attributes marked with one
color (or with the special “in conflict” color). Here the
software architect will need to analyze the code to build
working methods according to the colors of the attributes.
In our experience, this is not overly difficult.
Methods accessing no attribute: For these methods one looks
at their incoming invocations and follows a subprocess
similar to marking attributes (Section III-A). If the invokers of a method are all marked in the same color, the
method takes this color. If the invokers of a method have
different colors, it is marked as “in conflict” and must be
decomposed (previous step).
IV. T OOL D ESCRIPTION
All the steps of the process described above are helped by
a tool that we implemented. This tool is based on the Moose
platform (e.g., [DLT00], [BAD12]) which already includes
features such as source-code modelling, query engines on the
model, or agile data visualization. Therefore, Moose is used to
create an internal model of the source code: a graph of classes,
methods, variables, etc. and how they interact (classes define
methods, methods access variables and invoke other methods,
. . . ).
As noted in the previous section, the tool strongly relies on
visualizations as a mean to materialize the responsibilities to
extract. We used for this the visualization the scripting engine
of Moose3 . Fokaef [FTSC12] argues that “The fundamental
shortcoming of visualization based approaches is that [...] they
do not scale up.” We disagree with this opinion and past
research proved that visualizations may handle large amount
of data efficiently and help users to more easily make sense
out of large amount of data (e.g., [DGK06], [Lan03]).
We present the tool through several screenshots that illustrate:
• Marking of attributes and methods (Section IV-A);
• Decomposing methods in conflict (Section IV-B);
• Reviewing the final design of the future classes and how
they interact between themselves and with the rest of the
system (Section IV-C)
A. Marking Attributes and Methods
Marking attributes and methods is done through the Internal
Usage Map which displays the methods of a God Class, with
the following conventions (see also Figure 1):
• The figure shows all the methods of a class and the
attributes they access;
• Outer squares represent methods (16 in the figure);
• Inner squares represent the attributes accessed by each
methods;
• One attribute may appear in several methods, like the
green attribute with gold border appearing in six methods
(number 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, and 10);
• The width of an attribute is an indication of the strength
of the access to this attribute by the method. If the method
3 agilevisualization.com

Fig. 1. A simple example of the Internal Usage Map for a small class: Outer
squares are methods, inner squares are accessed attributes. The same attribute
can appear as an inner box in several methods when they all access it. The
inner boxes with gold border actually represent all the same attribute. Two
responsibilities (green and blue) were identified by the software engineer.
Light grey means “need work”, the second and third methods have no
identified resposibilities yet and they access attributes with different identified
responsibilities.

•

makes a lot of use of the attribute, it will be represented
by a wider inner square. Note, therefore that an attribute
can be thin in a method and wide in another one;
Clicking on one attribute (e.g., last attribute in the second
method) highlights it (gold border) in all the methods
that access it. It also gives detailed information on these
accesses. In the Figure, the dark grey box tells us that the
method MiniDmxSerial (the second method) makes two
accesses to the attribute port, which receives 15 accesses
in total from six methods, and no access from outside the
class.

An important concept of Moose that we used is the “Tag.”
[GAE+ 17] Tags are logical concepts, attached to source code
entities. They are first class entities of the model just like actual
classes and methods. Tags materialize the comprehension of
the system that software engineers have. Each tag has a label
(or rational) and a color to identify it visually.
For example, in Figure 1, the notion of “Frame” (blue)
and “Connection” (green) are two application domain concepts
attached to attributes and methods of the class. Tags may also
model other things than application domain concepts. In the
figure, the tag “need work” (grey) models the fact that the first
two methods need to be split because they access attributes
linked to “Frame” and “Connection” (they are in conflict).
White attributes and methods have not been marked yet. The
next step (Marking attributes in Section III), in the example of
Figure 1, would probably be to mark one of the two accessed
white attributes in the fifth and sixth methods. It might actually
be the same attribute and marking it in one of the method
would also color it in the other method. One would then mark
these two methods (step Marking methods in Section III) with
the same color because they only access an attribute of this
color.
The last five methods do not access any attribute. They

would need to be studied individually to understand where
they fit (step Methods not accessing any attribute in Section
III-B).
In Figure 2, we illustrate a real case of marking attributes
and methods of a God Class. There are 244 methods and 98
attributes in this class. Three methods are circled in red to
illustrate the following points:
• The last one is the simplest; it accesses only brown
attributes and was therefore also marked in brown. This is
an example of a clearly identified responsibility (at least
for this method, other brown methods are not so clear);
• The first circled method accesses attributes of many
different colors. It is in conflict and marked as such.
Although it is not a strong requirement of the process, the
software architect often uses two colors for the methods
in conflict: yellow methods go in the Common class (just
like yellow attributes); orange methods are those that
should be decomposed. Here the method is an initialization one and it is marked in orange to indicate that each
attribute initialization should go in the respective future
classes of the attributes.
• The middle circled method was marked in blue because
it accesses many blue attributes. However one can spot
three yellow attributes and one green one. The yellow
attributes are already in conflict and as such they have
less impact on the choice of a color for this method. The
green attribute means this methods accesses an attribute
from another responsibility. It will therefore need to be
changed to remove this access (the thin attribute indicates
that there are not many accesses to this attribute in this
method). One can either split the method in two, or use
an accessor method in the future green class to access
the attribute.
B. Decomposing methods
Figure 3 shows the source code visualization of a conflicting
method (on a Java example for confidentiality reasons). In
this detailed visualization of the code, accesses to marked
attributes appear with the color of the attribute. This greatly
helps deciding whether the method should be split, and how
to do it.
C. Reviewing the Final Design
By materializing the different responsibilities with tags that
are first-order entities in the Moose model, the software architect is able to visualize the impact of the refactoring before
actually doing it. This helps checking that no unforeseen
dependency will arise from the modifications.
Figure I shows the interactions of the future classes (from
their tags) between themselves and with the currently existing
classes (other than the God Class itself).
The three larger squares (pink and purple) are the future
classes. They are unfolded to show the dependencies from/to
each of their methods. The smaller yellow boxes are the
currently existing classes. Dependencies between methods
(and therefore between classes) are extracted from the current

Fig. 2. A real example of the Internal Usage Map for a God class: outer squares are methods, inner squares are attributes they access. Colors mark
responsibilities identified by the software engineer (visualization rotated, top on left)

min.

max.

average

14
0
0

59 981
1 252
456

1 039.4
8.2
4.2

0

15 238

30.4

9 531 Classes
LOC
#methods
#attributes
77 880 Methods
LOC

TABLE I
D ESCRIPTIVE DATA ON THE C++ SOFTWARE SYSTEM CONSIDERED

Fig. 3. Visualization of the code of a method in conflict: Accesses to marked
attributes appear in the color of the attribute

Fig. 4. Visualizing the interactions between future and current classes (names
blurred for confidentiality)

are considered God Classes (over 50 methods). Table II gives
some descriptive data on the system.
The development team includes 40 engineers scattered
over three locations in Germany. Many of these developers
are physicists (as opposed to people specifically trained in
computer science).
The reasons the developers want to refactor the God Classes
include:
• When there is a bug to correct, developers are reluctant
to deal with a God Class because the correction could
easily create a new bug;
• Understanding a God Class takes more time;
• The system implements sophisticated algorithms that deal
with complex notions of physics and kinematics. It is very
difficult to replace one algorithm by another because the
said algorithm is scattered over too many methods and
intertwined with other processing;
• It is costly to test these classes.
B. Real Refactorings Results

source code assuming it will not change. This assumption is
never entirely true, but the visualization is nevertheless of great
help to understand the impact of the planned refactorings.
V. C ASE STUDIES
During the three years of collaboration between Siemens
Digital Industry and our research team, several God Class
decompositions were performed either on the source code, or
as training activities to explain the process and the tools to the
software engineers.
We will now give some descriptive data on the software
system on which the development team works, and on the
God Classes that were refactored or for which a refactoring
was “planned” (training sessions).
A. The Software System
The software system is the heart of several industrial drilling
machines. It includes a parser for a language used to describe
the path the drill must follow, as well as an interpreter of the
language to execute the instructions. The speed of movements,
and particularly direction changes, has to be controlled to
prevent breaking the cutting head.
The system is 30+ years old and written in C++. It has
about 10,000 classes and over 2.5 MLOC, and 224 classes

We give here results for two real examples of God Class
refactorings that were performed at Siemens by a software
architect.
The first one is God Class “Real 1” (fictitious name). We
give in Table III some data on the refactoring. As already
mentioned, it took less than two person-hours to plan (identification of the responsibilities) but one person-week of work
to actually implement. This week of work includes time to
create some additional tests, migrate existing and added tests
and make them all pass.
We mentioned in Section II-C that a tool was needed to
automatically deduce and execute the refactorings required to
reach the design obtained after the planning phase. The time to
implement this refactoring highlights the urgent need for such
a tool and this is one of the research paths we wish to explore.
It would also be nice to be able to generate automatically some
tests to check the validity of the refactoring. This could be
doable if restricted to one particular God Class as used by its
current clients.
We give some data on this refactoring in Table III and show
a UML diagram of the resulting design in Figure 4.
When implementing the refactoring, NewClass1 and NewClass3 were kept together. The rational was that New class
1 was two small (4 attributes, 2 methods) and not worth the
effort of extracting it. One could consider that the merged
NewClass1+3 is not much smaller than the initial God Class

Real 1
CommonClass
Supervisor class
NewClass1
NewClass2
NewClass3

Attributes
47
4
5
4
16
18

Methods
58
13
10
2
16
49

TABLE II
N UMBER OF ATTRIBUTES AND METHODS OF G OD C LASS “R EAL 1” THAT
WAS REFACTORED ( TOP ) AND OF THE RESULTING FIVE CLASSES AFTER
REFACTORING .

Real 2
Common class
NewClass1
NewClass2
NewClass3
NewClass4

Attributes
146
109
6
25
2
11

Methods
169
134
14
47
5
26

TABLE III
N UMBER OF ATTRIBUTES AND METHODS OF G OD C LASS “R EAL 2” THAT
WAS REFACTORED ( TOP ) AND OF THE RESULTING FIVE CLASSES AFTER
REFACTORING .

Fig. 5. UML diagram before (left) and after (right) of the refactored God
Class “Real 1”
Fig. 6. UML diagram before (left) and after (right) of the refactored God
Class “Real 2”

(49+2 methods instead of 58), but it does have less than half
the number of attributes (18+4 instead of 47).
Note that there are many more methods after the refactoring
(90) than before (58). This is expected as (i) some methods
were split because they were in conflict; (ii) new accessor
methods might be required to allow one new class to access
an attribute assigned to another new class.
Similarly, the number of attributes after refactorings might
not be the same as before since (i) some attributes may be
converted to local variables; (ii) attributes will be created in
the new classes to hold references to instances of the other
new classes, one instance of the God Class will be replaced
by instances of several classes that need to collaborate.
Another application of the process (God Class “Real 2”)
was performed in two phases. First one algorithm from the
class was extracted with the idea that it should be replaced
later by a more efficient one. Some time latter, the God Class
was further decomposed. The result presented here is not
considered final yet and the Common class is still a God Class.
We give some data on this refactoring in Table IV and
show the final UML diagram in Figure 5. The algorithm first
extracted from God Class “Real 2” is the NewClass2.
C. Training Refactorings Results
Some of the refactorings were performed during training
sessions to show the tool to members of the development
group. The training sessions last about 60 to 90 minutes and

include an initial presentation giving a high level view of
the process and some explanation of the tool functionalities
(including other functionalities than the God Class decomposition).
The main part of a training session consists of a practical
exercice with a real God Class that the trainee group as a
whole decomposed. The work remains at the planning stage
and the decomposition is not actually put in practice.
God Class “Training 1” (described in Table V) has 110
attributes and 75 methods. After the refactoring, seven new
classes were proposed one of which is a Common class. The
refactor planning is described in Table V. All attributes were
redistributed among the seven new classes. Seventeen methods
are in conflict in the final design and would required a detailed
analysis which was not done during the training session.
God Class “Training 2” (described in Table VI) has 107
attributes and 82 methods. The refactoring plan produced six
new classes including the Common class. One observes that
the planned Common class is still rather big and could benefit
from a more detailed analysis.
A final God Class “Training 3” is described in Table VII.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
The topic of Code Smell spawned innumerable publications.
As explained in Section II-A many concern the identification
of Code Smells in the source code. Several papers were already

Training 1
Cleaning step

Attributes
110
6

Methods
75
5

CommonClass
SupervisorClass
NewClass1
NewClass2
NewClass3
NewClass4
NewClass5

10
14
9
16
32
7
16

3
4
1
7
39
1
15

TABLE IV
N UMBER OF ATTRIBUTES AND METHODS OF G OD C LASS “T RAINING 1”
AND THE RESULTING PLANNED NEW CLASSES

Training 2
CommonClass
NewClass1
NewClass2
NewClass3
NewClass4
NewClass5

Attributes
107
56
13
9
4
16
9

Methods
82
47
15
2
3
12
3

TABLE V
N UMBER OF ATTRIBUTES AND METHODS OF G OD C LASS “T RAINING 2”
AND THE RESULTING PLANNED NEW CLASSES

cited and we will not come back to them. Our position is that,
at least for the case of God Class, such techniques are not
needed as developers are often aware of the presence of the
smell or can easily find them back.
Similarly, for code smell removal there are many publications. We noted that many fail to recognize that this should be
done in two steps: planning the refactoring and implementing
it. Most publications consider the removal of code smells
under the aspect of applying a refactoring (such as Extract
method) and choosing where to apply it (i.e., identification
of the smell). For some large smells like God Class, requiring
several refactorings, an elaborated plan should be made before
starting the refactoring.
Another mistake commonly found in literature is to aim
for full automation [?], [?]. We believe good design is a
too fuzzy notion, relying on many factors external to the
code to be completely automated. In this line of research, we
may cite Fokaefs et al., [FTCS09], [FTSC12] who propose

Training 3
CommonClass
NewClass1
NewClass2
NewClass3
NewClass4
NewClass5
NewClass6

Attributes
60
10
15
12
6
6
2
9

Methods
74
20
7
15
21
6
2
3

TABLE VI
N UMBER OF ATTRIBUTES AND METHODS OF G OD C LASS “T RAINING 3”
AND THE RESULTING PLANNED NEW CLASSES

to decompose God Classes using a clustering algorithm. We
already commented (Section II-B) that the solution is geared
toward generally improving the cohesiveness of classes one
refactoring at a time rather than breaking down a given God
Class.
Joshi and Joshi [JJ09] propose using a lattice of concepts to
identify cohesive classes. The issue with this solution is that
for real God Classes (we have examples with over a hundred
methods and attributes) the lattice would become so big, it
would be impractical to analyze.
DeLucia et al., [LOV08] propose considering the names of
attributes and methods to identify cohesive concepts, but this
would imply some consistent naming scheme has been used,
which is rarely the case.
VII. C ONCLUSION
Code smells are a recognized nuisance when it comes to
evolving software systems. We were contacted by a group at
Siemens Digital Industry Division to help them remove God
Class code smells from a big software system. Some classes
have over one hundred methods and attributes and thousands
of lines of code.
We found that the published literature did not allow us to
address their situation, namely:
• Many articles focus on detecting code smells which is not
necessary for the case of God Classes. They are usually
very prominent and easy to spot.
• Solutions often fail to acknowledge that there are two
phases: first planning the code smell removal, then doing
it. An independent planning phase is important to make
sure one will be able to reach a satisfactory result before
commiting to any change. Applying the code refactorings
might be a long process (a person-week of work in
our case for two hours of planning) that should not be
undertaken without knowing where one goes.
We describe an iterative God Class decomposition process
based on a visualization (Internal Usage Map) of the methods
of a class and the attributes they access. By marking attributes
and methods that access them with colors, the software architect can identify independent responsibilities. A tool based
on the Moose software analysis platform helps applying this
process and visualizing the result of the planned changes
before they are actually applied.
This process and this tool were applied on several classes
at Siemens and we described some of these experiments. The
results on this industrial setting are good. We see no reason
why it should not be the same in other settings (e.g., open
source software) as no particular characteristic of the company
or system seem to be at work here. Of course this should
be submitted to the test of reality and experiment should be
performed in this direction.
Other possible future work we are considering is how to
decompose conflicting methods that access attributes pertaining to different identified responsabilities. In the specific case
of Siemens software, we noted somemethods that implement
several strategies controled by testing (if-then-elseif) the value

of a single variable. We hope to be able to help detect these
cases, split the startegies in different methods and convert the
initial method into a dispatcher.
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